Semantics, Logics, and Calculi: Essays Dedicated to Hanne Riis Nielson and Flemming Nielson on the Occasion of Their 60th Birthdays

Hanne Riis Nielson and Flemming Nielson turned 60 in 2014 and 2015, respectively. Congratulations! To celebrate the 60th birthdays, and to honor the birthday children, a colloquium was held at the Technical University of Denmark on January 8, 2016, to deliver the Festschrift and presentations of most contributions as our birthday presents.

This volume is dedicated to Hanne and Flemming and to their work. The Festschrift features contributions from colleagues who have worked together with Hanne and Flemming through their scientific life.

We would like to thank all the contributors to this Festschrift — for their hard work, for their both scientifically interesting and individual articles, as well as for their enthusiasm to contribute. The mix of articles resembles very nicely the impressively wide area in which Hanne and Flemming have worked and made fundamental contributions. Both the Festschrift and the colloquium were a wonderful way to celebrate them.

Our thanks also go to all the reviewers whose support made excellent articles even better. We are also indebted to Alfred Hofmann at Springer for his feedback and advice on our project, and to Anna Kramer from Springer for her fast responses to all our questions about Festschriften and all matters around them.
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